Brain Networks for Coping: Prefrontal Activation Precedes Cognitive
Task Performance following Distress	
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INTRODUCTION	
  
The lifetime prevalence of Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) using DSM-IV
criteria is estimated to be 6.4% among adult Americans. Women (8.6%) are more
than twice likely as men (4.1%) to have PTSD at some point in their lives (Pietrzak
2011). This represents a significant portion of the population who are suffering from
a severe anxiety disorder that interferes with daily functioning. Exactly how stress
affects the neural dynamics underlying cognition remains unknown. Elucidating the
temporal pattern of electrophysiological activity and brain regions most sensitive to
transient distress in a population of normal individuals performing a visual cognitive
task may allow us to identify individuals with a normal versus abnormal response to
stress.
Execution of many real-time cognitive tasks requires continuous updating of
incoming sensory information.
Emotional distress can either transiently or
permanently impair this ability. Using dense array 128 channel EEG recordings, we
demonstrate a biphasic effect of auditory distress on ERPs from two brain regions
at two non-contiguous time intervals. Our data build on an earlier fMRI study on
amygdala-frontal connectivity during emotion regulation (see figure below).
SPM t-map showing areas that exhibit
significant task-dependent coupling
with the left amygdala: (A) DLPFC; (B)
OFC; (C) DMPFC and subgenual/
subcallosal ACC. Maps are overlaid on
coronal slice of a canonical brain
shown on coronal (A), axial (B) and
sagital (C) canonical brain slices, with
location of slices in coordinates as
defined in Montreal Neurologic
Institute stereotactic space. Activations
are thresholded at P < 0.001
(uncorrected) showing only significant
clusters with more than 10 contiguous
voxels. L, Left.
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Fig. 1. Early (A) and late (B) stage ERPs from two locations during cognitive
task performance. Auditory affect modified ERPs had a statistically significant (P <
0.05 before correction) lower amplitude negative peak followed almost immediately by
a positive peak during an early (t = 150 to 280 ms) stage after task onset (t = 0) and a
higher amplitude positive peak during the late stage (t = 1010 to 1030 ms) compared
to the control condition. In addition, control ERPs peaked slightly earlier than auditory
distress modified ERPs
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Fig. 3. Source reconstruction of early (A) and late (B) stage ERPs using
Standardized low resolution brain electromagnetic tomography (sLORETA).
Source reconstruction of early stage reveals activation in the basal amygdala with
concurrent suppression in the left occipital lobe during congnitive task following
auditory distress (relative to control). Late stage reconstruction reveals activation of
the left prefrontal cortex during cognitive task following auditory distress.

Figure 1 in Banks S J et al. Soc Cogn Affect Neurosci 2007;2:303-312

METHODS	
  
Recordings. Using dense array (Electrical Geodesic, Inc., EGI) 128 channel EEG
recordings, we studied brain event-related potentials (ERPs) during a visual “n-back
memory task” after presentation of affective (emotionally distressing) sounds versus
a 250 Hz tone (control). Data were collected from 8 right-handed subjects (3 males
and 5 females) between the ages of 20-25. The 3-back task involved presentation of
30 random letters of the alphabet (consonants only) displayed on a computer monitor
for 600 ms with an interstimulus interval (ISI) of 2 s. 9/30 letters were target (i.e.,
same letter repeated as 3 letters before, e.g., “B,D,L,A,D,P”) and 21 were nontarget
(i.e., not repeated from 3 letters before). During the ISI, the subject was asked to
identify the letter either as target or nontarget using a key-press (1 = target; 2 =
nontarget). Each subject completed a total of six 3-back tasks after listening to 3
affective sounds and 3 identical tones. The experimental design consisted of
alternating blocks of either affective sound or tone presentation followed by the task,
giving a total of 90 (30 letters x 3 sounds) responses each for the distressed and
control condition.
Stimuli. Stimuli consisted of a tone (control) and 3 affective sounds with the highest
arousal rating in the International Affective Digitized Sounds (IADS-2) library
(Scream, Victim, and Attack2). Tone and affective sounds were 12 seconds in
duration each.
Analysis. Ocular artifact-removed EEG epochs (-240 ms, 2400 ms) from correct
responses to both targets and nontargets were grand averaged over all subjects for
the Affective and Control tasks separately and statistical comparison between two
tasks was done using Fieldtrip software with nonparametric permutation tests.
Source reconstruction was done using Besa Research software with sLORETA.

CONCLUSIONS	
  
Fig. 2. Early (A) and late (B) stage dense array activity across skull surface
during cognitive task performance under auditory distress (relative to control).
A region of interest analysis revealed that the negative peak was located in the lower
left occipitotemporal area that showed suppression followed by focal activation
(superimposed activation map in 2A). The late positive peak (shown in figure 1B)
corresponded to two hotspots of activity near the midline in the frontal area. Of these,
the right counterpart of the anterior, more lateral area on the left showed suppression.
Response accuracy and reaction times for target and nontarget letters were not
significantly different under the two conditions.

At an early phase of task performance, activity in the left occipital region switched
from being attenuated to enhanced during cognitive task performance. Post task
performance, the middle to left frontal area was activated more intensely than in the
control condition. This area appears to coincide with the subcallosal anterior
cingulate and dorsomedial prefrontal cortex, which can suppress distressing
auditory memories by inhibiting the basocentral amygdala and consequently reduce
suppression of the visual cortex in anticipation of the next update and recall task.
This allows parietal activation, possibly mediated by the pulvinar, to engage the
visual cortex for task-related processing of visual inputs.
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